
 
REGULATIONS OF COMPETITION 

"Diplomatic mission: Children of the World" 

for participation in the educational program of the 13 session in 2021 

in the Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution "International Children Center 

"Artek" (FSBEI ICC Artek) 

1. General 

1.1. These Regulations determine the procedure for organizing and conducting the 

competitive selection of children to participate in the educational program of the 13 session in 

2021 of the FSBEI “International Children Center “Artek” (hereinafter - ICC Artek) “Diplomatic 

mission: Children of the World” (hereinafter - the Competition), the procedure for participation in 

the Competition and determination of the Competition winners. 

1.2. The purpose of the Competition is to identify and support worthy participants who 

have shown a high level of training and exceptional study  abilities in history, world politics, 

international relations, intercultural communication, diplomacy, project and creative skills and 

who have successfully completed the competition tasks provided for in these Regulations, so they 

can get a voucher for the educational program of the 13 session in 2021 at the ICC Artek.  

1.3. The organizer of the Competition is the FSBEI “ICC Artek” (hereinafter - the 

Organizer, ICC Artek). 

1.4. These Regulations are subject to open publication on the official website of the ICC 

Artek www.artek.org . 

1.5. Participation in the Competition is free of charge. 

1.6. The Participant of the Competition is obliged to familiarize himself with these 

Regulations and comply with the rules herein. 

1.7. The working languages of the Competition are Russian and English. 

2. Organizing Committee of the Competition 

2.1. General guidance on the organization and conduct of the Competition is carried out 

by the Organizing Committee (hereinafter - Organizing Committee), which is formed from the 

number of ICC Artek employees. 

2.2. The organizing committee is created for the period of organizing and holding the 

Competition in order to achieve the goals and solve the problems arising from it.  

2.3. Decisions made by the Organizing Committee within its competence are binding on 

the participants of the Competition, as well as all persons involved in the organizational, 

preparatory and practical work during the implementation of all stages of the Competition. 

2.4. Organizing Committee is entitled to: 

− to form the structure of the competition committee, including specialists - experts in 

the relevant field, for the purpose of evaluating the materials sent by the participants during the 

Competition; 

− make proposals to extend or change the timing of the Competition; 

− perform other tasks and functions related to the conduct and preparation of the 

Competition. 

2.5. The decisions of the Organizing Committee are reflected in the corresponding protocol 

and signed by the Chairman and the Secretary of the Organizing Committee. 

3. Terms of participation 

3.1. To participate in the Competition, children from 12 to 16 years old are admitted, and 

who are living and studying on the territory of the Russian Federation. In accordance with the 

Rules for the admission of children to the ICC Artek (http://artek.org/informaciya-dlya-

roditelyay/kak-poluchitsya-putevku-v-artek/) participants are selected from constituent entities of 

the Russian Federation, whose free from coronavirus infection. 
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In the summer period, children from 8 to 17 years are accepted in the ICC Artek inclusive, 

in the autumn-winter-spring period, children studying in general education schools from 5th to 

11th grade are accepted, who at the time of their trip to the ICC Artek within the 13 session in 

2021 should not be 18 years old are selected in accordance with the statutory activities of the ICC 

Artek. Compliance with the age restrictions for staying at the ICC Artek during the summer and 

academic period is mandatory. A child may be referenced to the ICC Artek only once a year, 

regardless of the quota type: theme-based, regional, special or commercial. 

3.2. The following persons are invited to participate in the Competition: 

- foreign students who are currently studying on the territory of the Russian Federation, 

who speak Russian or English (hereinafter - Participant); 

- students (regardless of nationality) of schools at the Embassies of foreign states located 

on the territory of the Russian Federation; 

- students of additional education programs (foreign languages, international relations) at 

the Diplomatic Missions of the Russian Federation and foreign states; 

- students of schools, lyceums and other educational organizations Russian Federation that 

implement educational programs in accordance with foreign (international) standards. 

3.3. The competition consists of several stages: registration, first, second and final stage. 

Dates: 

July 2, 2021 - the announcement of the Competition; 

until July 15, 2021 - accepting applications: registration of the Participants in the 

automated information system “Voucher” (Putevka) (hereinafter - AIS “Voucher”) and 

completing the task of the first stage (video presentation); 

until July 28, 2021 - examination of the competition tasks of the first stage by the 

competition committee; 

until August 8, 2021 - completion of the competition task of the second stage (essay); 

until September 12, 2021 - examination of the competition tasks of the second stage by the 

competition committee; 

until September 17, 2021 - announcement of the results, publication of the results of the 

competitive selection; 

from November 6-7 to November 26-27, 2021 - the winners of the competitive selection 

will take part in the educational program at the ICC Artek). 

3.4. Obligatory conditions for participation in the Competition are registration in the AIS 

“Voucher”, the fulfillment of the conditions established by these Regulations and indicated on the 

official online portal of the Competition (AIS “Voucher”). 

3.5. When registering, the participant must indicate the correct data in the format indicated 

on the official online portal of the Competition (AIS “Voucher”). 

3.6. Submission of an application for participation in the Competition is carried out by a 

legal representative (and/or a person replacing him) of the participant (hereinafter - Applicant):  

3.7. The issued application of the established form (Annex 1), by default, confirms: 

familiarization of the Applicant with these Regulations and voluntary consent to the collection, 

storage, use, distribution (transfer) and publication of the participant's personal data, as well as the 

results of his works, including publication on the Internet, and it is certified by the personal 

signature of the Applicant. 

3.8. Before submitting an application for participation in the Competition, the Applicant 

must familiarize himself with the procedure for admitting children and the rules of their stay in the 



International Children Center “Artek”, indicated on the official website https://artek.org/ in the 

section “Information for parents”, for their subsequent observance : 

 Tab “Information for parents” (Russian version of the official site);  

 Tab “Voucher” (https://artek.org/en/informaciya-dlya-roditelyay/kak-kupit-putevku/ - 

English version of the official site); 

3.9. Restrictions on participation in the Competition: 

 A participant can register on the official online portal of the Competition (AIS 

"Voucher") only once. In case of a fixed fact of re-registration, the Organizing Committee has the 

right to refuse a participant in registration and prevent him from further stages of the Competition. 

 Only individual participation in the Competition is allowed, team work is not 

accepted for participation; 

 The enrollment of the winners of the Competition into the ICC Artek is regulated 

by the enrollment of children for the educational program of the ICC Artek in accordance with the 

requirements for the preparation of medical documents: information on medical contraindications 

for referral to the ICC Artek. Issues related to medical contraindications for children with 

disabilities must be agreed with the Deputy Chief Physician of the ICC Artek firstly, and receive 

an official confirmation of the possibility of admitting them to the ICC Artek. 

3.10. The Organizing Committee of the Competition is not responsible for incorrectly 

entered data. If a participant enters incorrect data, the Organizing Committee has the right to refuse 

the Participant in registration and not allow him to proceed to further stages of the Competition. 

3.11. The applicant has no right to exert any influence on the representatives of the 

competition committee, on the results of the Competition and the procedure for its holding. 

3.12. In case of violation of the rules of the Competition by a participant, the Organizer 

may refuse him further participation in the Competition. 

4. The procedure for registration and participation in the Competition 

4.1. At the first stage, in order to participate in the Competition, registration of account is 

required on the official online portal of the Competition AIS "Voucher" (email address of the web-

resource artek.children) and input of all the necessary information about the Participant of the 

Competition, execution and upload of a package of documents in jpg or pdf format, including: 

- consent to personal data processing, completed by the parent (legal representative) of the 

Participant (Annex 1); 

- scanned copy of the participant's identity document (passport, Participant's ID-card); 

- a scanned copy of a document confirming training in an educational organization in 

accordance with clause 3.2. of these Regulations and confirming residence (for the period of study 

or otherwise) on the territory of the Russian Federation. 

4.2. Competitors who have not been registered in the AIS "Voucher" within the established 

term are not allowed to participate in the Competition. 

4.3. Application documents that do not meet the requirements of these Regulations and are 

executed in violation of the requirements of these Regulations are rejected by the Organizer 

without explaining the reasons for the refusal. 

5. Competition Rules 

5.1.The competition is held in three stages. 

5.2. The first stage of the Competition (selection) is carried out in absentia by 

completing selection tasks in the form of video presentation, directing on selecting theme. The 

registered persons are allowed to participate in the first stage. The Participant undertakes to 

complete all tasks of the first stage independently, observing all the recommendations given to 

him before the start of the stage. If the procedure for conducting the first stage is violated, the 

Participant is eliminated from the Competition by the decision of the Organizing Committee. There 

is no second attempt to complete the tasks of the first stage. 
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5.3. 100 participants of the Competition who have scored the maximum number of points 

based on the results of the first stage (testing) will get access to the second stage. 

5.4. The second stage of the Competition is held in absentia among persons who have 

successfully completed the tasks of the first stage, and consists in writing an essay on one of the 

topics proposed by the Organizing Committee of the Competition. 

5.5. The participant can choose only one topic and write only one essay within the 

proposed topics. 

5.6. Changing the topic of the essay is not allowed. If the Participant decides to change 

the topic, the timing of the stages for him does not change. 

5.7. In his work, the Participant must express his own reasoned opinion on the chosen 

topic, observing all the recommendations given to him before the start of the stage. If the procedure 

for holding the second stage is violated, the Participant is eliminated from the Competition by the 

decision of the Organizing Committee. 

5.8. To conduct the Competitive Selection, a Competitive Committee is formed: 

specialists of the ICC Artek. 

5.9. A participant who has successfully passed the second stage of the Competition 

becomes a finalist of the Competition and is awarded with a personal certificate and a free voucher 

to the ICC Artek. 

5.10. The results of the first and second stages of the Competition are summed up after 

the completion of the stages, the final protocol of the competitive selection is published on the 

official website of the organizer and partner of the Competition, ICC Artek www.artek.org. 

Participants personally  receive information on the Competition results after the completion of the 

first and second stages to e-mail addresses indicated during registration on the website, as well as 

in the personal accounts of the AIS "Voucher". The reserve list of finalists is also subject to 

publication. 

5.11. The third (final) stage of the Competition takes place on the territory of ICC 

Artek as part of a profile session and includes an educational program for the finalists of the 

Competition. 

5.12. For the finalists of the Competition, participation in the final stage is mandatory, it 

is possible to refuse to participate in the final stage only in the event of documented personal and 

unforeseen circumstances. Refusal to participate in the final stage is carried out in writing no later 

than 20 working days before the start of the 13 session in 2021. 

5.13. In case of refusal to receive a voucher of one of the Participants who passed the 

competitive selection, the right to receive a free voucher is transferred to the Participant next in 

the ranked reserve list. 

6. Stages and time frames of the Competition 

6.1.  Registration for participation in the Competition and completion of the first 

competition task (video presentation) 
The form and venue - in absentia on the official online portal of the Competition in the AIS 

"Voucher". 

Dates: from July 2, 2021 to July 15, 2021 

6.2. The second stage of the Competition - completing the second competition task 

(essay) 

The form and venue - in absentia on the official online portal of the Competition in the AIS 

"Voucher". 

Dates: from July 31, 2021 to August 8, 2021 

6.4 Final stage of the Competition 

Form and place - in person at ICC Artek. 

Dates: November 2021 г. 

 



7. Competition tasks 

7.1.Competition task of the first stage of the Competition: 
7.1.1. On The first stage of the Competition is held in absentia and consists in the 

preparation of a video presentation or plot on the topic “Young diplomat’s view” in one of the 

following directions: 

- «Reporting from the scene» - a “play-by-play” story about historical facts and events in 

which the influence of the child on the course of events in the society of the country, the world 

(search-and-research video work to restore memory of young peace ambassadors). 

- «Video-reasoning» about events and problems of modern society - search for a solution. 

The audio of the video can be in Russian or in English language (including simultaneous 

dubbing - subtitles in Russian is mandatory). Video duration up to 2 minutes. Video format - any 

user-friendly format: mpeg, mp4, mov. The video must be shot horizontally. 

The participant of the Contest during the filming of the video can be in the frame or to 

comment on what happens behind the scenes. 

The video may contain fragments of photographs, historical chronicles, and schematics. 

The work must be individual. The author can be only one person, regardless of the number of 

participants in the filming process. 

The content of the videos should not contradict the legislation of the Russian Federation. 

Video clips of an advertising nature that offend the dignity and feelings of other people who do 

not correspond to the themes of the Competition are not accepted.  

7.2. Competitive task of the second stage of the Competition: 

7.2.1. The second stage of the Competition is held in absentia among persons who have 

successfully completed the tasks of the first stage, and consists in writing an essay on one of the 

topics proposed by the Organizing Committee of the Competition:  

 The role of children's diplomacy in the history of Artek; 

 Prospects for the development of children's diplomacy in Artek. 

7.2.2. The content of the essay is governed by only one topic. Competitive work is 

performed in Russian or English at the choice of the Participant. Requirements for written work: 

Times New Roman font, font size 12. Single line spacing, "normal" margins (top and bottom 2 

cm, left - 3 cm, right - 1.5 cm). The volume of the document is not less than 1 and not more than 

2 pages of machine text. References to sources are required: all cited citations, digital data obtained 

by other authors, must have links to sources. References are made within the text, after the text 

serial numbers are put in square brackets, according to which the source appears under the same 

number in the list of references. 

7.2.3. The works of the Participants are checked by the Antiplagiat system 

(https://www.antiplagiat.ru/). The work is allowed for reviewing only if the originality of the text 

is more than 70%. Participants need to indicate sources in the case of using borrowings. The essay 

must be original - it is not allowed to use the work presented in other competitions. If the texts of 

the participants' essays coincide, both works will be excluded from the Competition. 

7.2.4. The content of the competitive essay must not contradict the legislation of the 

Russian Federation. The competition does not accept advertising works, works that offend the 

dignity and feelings of other people, works that do not correspond to the theme of the Competition. 

7.2.5. The finalists of the Competition will need to take part in the Competition in Artek.  

8. Summarizing the results of the Competition 

8.1. Summing up the results of the Competition is carried out according to the sum of 

points in the rating system.  

8.2. Point-rating scale for evaluating competition materials: 

8.2.1. After the end of the first stage of the Competition, directed videos is checked, and 

a ranking list of Participants is drawn up in descending order. 

https://www.antiplagiat.ru/


8.2.2. The maximum number of points that the Participant can score for the first stage of 

the Competition is 40 points. 

Criteria of estimation: 

Sl. 

No. 
Criteria 

Max number of 

points 
1. The semantic component (correspondence of the content to the 

given topic, relevance, reliability, the presence of the author's 

position, accessible and understandable speech) 

15 

2. Creative approach to the task (creativity, uniqueness) 15  
3. Technique and quality of video material 10  

8.2.3. After the end of the second stage of the Competition, the competition essays of the 

Participants are checked, and list of Participants is drawn up in descending order. 

8.2.4. The maximum number of points based on the results of the competitive selection for 

an essay is 40 points. Criteria of estimation: 

Sl. 

No. Criteria  Details 

Points 

(in 

whole 

numbers) 

Amount 

1. Understanding of the topic 
and corresponding content 

of the work 

1.1. Competent formulation of the main 
problem highlighted by the 

Participant 

0-3 8 

1.2. Compliance of the content of the 

work with the declared topic 

0-2 

1.3. Completeness of the topic 0-3 

2. Knowledge of theoretical 

and factual material on the 

topic 

2.1 The relevance of the topic is noted 0-3 13 

2.2 Knowledge and correct use of 

generally accepted terms and 
concepts related to the topic 

0-3 

2.3 References to the opinions of well-

known researchers or 

representatives of public, cultural 
and political activities on the stated 

topic 

0-3 

2.4 Argumentation of one's own 
opinion (giving specific examples, 

referring to facts, etc.) 

0-4 

3. Semantic integrity 3.1 Clarity and definition of wording, 

no confusion associated with 
ambiguity and vagueness of 

expressions 

0-3 10 

3.2 The validity and consistency of 
reasoning 

0-3 

3.3 The presence of conclusions 

related to the argumentation used 

in the text 

0-4 

4. General erudition 4.1 Knowledge of social facts and their 

appropriate use 

0-3 7 

4.2 Creative approach to reasoning, 

originality of thinking 

0-4 

5. Literacy and spelling of 

work, writing culture 

5.1 Unity of style, precision and 

expressiveness of language 

0-1 2 

5.2 Grammatical correctness 0-1 



8.3. On the basis of the list of winners of the second stage, the list of participants who 

will be awarded with a voucher to ICC Artek is approved, subject to the submission of all the 

documents necessary for registration of the voucher and direction to ICC Artek in due time. 

8.4. The finalists are the Participants who, according to the results of the competitive 

selection, received the highest number of points in the rating system for the second stage of the 

Competition. 

8.5. All Participants who took part in the second stage of the Competition are awarded 

with participant certificates, and the finalists of the competition are awarded with finalist diplomas. 

8.6. The results of the competitive selection adopted by the jury are final and not subject 

to correction. 

9. Competition Results 

9.1. The decision of the jury of the Competition is made in the form of a written protocol, 

including summary information on the conduct and results of all stages of the Competition, which 

is signed by all members of the jury. The jury has the right to determine additional nominations 

and awards. 

9.2. The results of the Competition are published on the website of the ICC Artek 

www.artek.org no later than 5 (five) business days from the date of the official summing up of the 

Competition results. 

9.3. In accordance with the final protocol, the finalists of the Competition are presented 

with an electronic certificate of the finalist of the Competition (hereinafter - Certificate), 

confirming the successful completion of all stages of the competition procedures (clause 6 of these 

Regulations) and rewarding with a voucher for the theme-based session in 2021 at ICC Artek. The 

Organizer sends a certificate indicating the number of the session and the dates of its holding at 

ICC Artek to the email address specified by the winning participant when submitting the 

Application, no later than 10 (ten) business days after the results of the Competition are summed 

up. 

9.4. An information letter is sent to the parents (legal representatives) of the finalists of 

the Competition on the procedure for preparing the necessary documents for a trip to ICC Artek. 

9.5. The finalist certificate of the Competition is personalized and cannot be transferred 

to third parties. 

9.6. From the moment of receiving the certificate, within 10 days finalist of the 

Competition fills out his profile in the AIS "Voucher" in full, adds the Certificate and documents 

confirming the best personal achievements over the past 3 (three) years. Applications without an 

attached Certificate are rejected. 

9.7. Finalists who did not fully upload additional documents and  did not fill out the 

information in the AIS "Voucher" are not allowed to participate in the educational program of 

session ICC "Artek". 

9.8. Parents (legal representatives) of the winner of the Competition, no later than 10 days 

from the date of publication of the Competition results, must send to 

childrenoftheworld@artek.org a letter confirming the child's readiness to take part in the 

educational session of ICC Artek within the specified time frame. 

9.9. In case of refusal to receive a voucher for one of the Participants who passed the 

competitive selection, the right to receive a free voucher is transferred to the Participant next in 

the ranked list. 

http://www.artek.org/
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9.10. In case of refusal to receive a voucher by the winner of the Competition, the monetary 

equivalent of the voucher cost is not paid or compensated. 

 

10. Financial conditions for participation in the Competition 

10.1. Charging participants (in any form) for participation in the Competition is not 

allowed. 

10.2. Trip of the participants of the Competition to the ICC Artek, as well as trip back, is 

paid at the expense of the participants of the Competition (parents or guardians, legal 

representatives). If it is necessary to stay at the hotel-base (branch) of ICC Artek, before enrolling 

in the session program or after the end of 21 days of stay at ICC Artek, the stay at the hotel-base 

is paid at the expense of the participants of the Competition (parents or guardians, legal 

representatives) in accordance with the rates for accommodation. Travel expenses and expenses 

associated with the registration of a health insurance policy, as well as costs of the notarized 

translation of all necessary documents into Russian (for foreign children) are assumed by the 

participant. 

11. Additional clauses 

11.1. The participant guarantees that the work is done personally by him/her; copyrighted 

materials of minors are posted with the consent of their parents (legal representatives). 

11.2.  In the event of demands, complaints, claims of third parties, including holders of 

copyright and related rights to the presented work, the participant undertakes to resolve these 

disputes on his own behalf at his own expense.  

11.3.  The organizing committee is not responsible for the observance of copyright and 

related rights to the works presented in the competition program of the Competition. 

11.4.  The Organizing Committee of the Competition reserves the right to use the 

competition works for non-commercial purposes and without paying a monetary remuneration to 

the author: carrying out socially significant actions and advertising campaigns created on the basis 

of competitive works; distribution of these products in educational organizations; reproduction of 

materials for the needs of the Competition, full or partial use for educational or other purposes. 

12. Contact information: 

Responsible for the Competition: 

Full name, position 

tel: _____________; email: __________________ 

mailto:contact@rustalktv.com


Annex 1  
to Regulations of competition 

 

Consent to personal data processing and publication of works performed by students 
I, ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

surname, name, patronymic of personal data subject (hereinafter - PD Subject) 

 for citizens of the Russian Federation:  
_________________________series_______№______________issued_______________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
(type and details of the main identification document, issuing authority and issue date)  

 for foreign citizens: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(type and details of the main identification document) 

registered at the address_________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________,  

represented by a parent (legal representative) of PD Subject 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

(surname, name, patronymic of representative of PD Subject) 
 for citizens of the Russian Federation:  

_________________________series_______№______________issued_______________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

(type and details of the main identification document, issuing authority and issue date)  
 for foreign citizens: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(type and details of the main identification document) 

by virtue of _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(document, confirming parent's(legal representative's) authorities) 

 
in accordance with the Federal Law as of 27.07.2006 No. 152-FZ "On Personal Data" give consent to the processing of personal data in the 

Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution "International Children Center "Artek"(hereinafter - ICC Artek), location: 298645, the Republic 
of Crimea, the city of Yalta, urban-type settlement Gurzuf, Leningradskaya street, house 41. The Consent shall apply to: surname, name, 

patronymic, sex, nationality, date, year, place of birth, place and address of study, status, registration address and postal address, phone numbers, 
email addresses, place of residence, passport/birth certificate number and series, date of issue with indication of the authority and/or organization 

that issued the document or a substitute document, health status, including information about disability and health restraints, personal 
photographs, other data provided by ICC Artek in connection with participation in the competitive event Competition " Diplomatic mission: 

Children of the World " (hereinafter - the Competition) held by the ICC Artek.  
The purposes of Personal Data (PD) processing are: (1) ensuring the execution of existing normative and non-normative legal acts, decisions, 

instructions and requests of public authorities and persons acting under instructions or on behalf of such authorities; (2) informing about the 
organization and holding of the Competition or other useful, educational and scientific events, ensuring the organization and holding of these 

events (including their video recording and distribution); (3) posting information on the website of the ICC Artek about the participation of the 

PD Subject in events, the results of such participations and ensuring the availability of such information and results; (4) identification of the PD 
Subject identity; (5) accumulation of information about persons interacting with the ICC Artek and subsequent archival storage of such 

information (including accounts and electronic documents; data as part of databases) in the information systems of the ICC Artek; (6) promotion 
of goods, works, educational programs of the ICC Artek in the educational services market.  

The list of actions with PD (not automated and automated methods): collection, recording, systematization, accumulation, storage, clarification 
(updating, modification), extraction, use, transfer (distribution, provision, access granting), depersonalization, blocking, deletion, destruction.  

The consent validity period from the moment of its provision: 3 years for purposes (2), (4); unlimited for purposes (1), (3), (5), (6). The established 
terms do not limit the ICC Artek in matters of organizing the archival storage of documents containing personal data in electronic (digital) form.  

Consent may be revoked in case of violation of the rules for PD processing and in other cases provided for by the Federal Law No. 152-FZ as of 
27.07.2006 "On Personal Data", by submitting an application to ICC Artek. I also agree to use the results of work obtained as part of participation 

in competitions, which are provided with legal protection as the results of intellectual activity on the territory of the whole world, indicating the 
PD Subject as their author and the possibility of making changes, reductions and additions thereto in the following ways : reproduction; 

distribution; communication to the public, including by posting on the Internet at https://artek.org/, inclusion in composite and other works, 
including electronic databases; translation or other processing. The consent validity period is the entire term of the exclusive right. The granting 

of consent does not create for ICC Artek cross liabilities, including money liabilities and liabilities for the provision of reports on use. 

 

Personal data Subject     ____________________________/ _______________________ (full name) 
      Legal representative signature Full name of PD Subject 
 
 
 
 

 


